Governor Visit – Feedback
Date of Visit:

7th December 2021

Governors Visiting:

Mary Hawes, Lucy Fink and John Dewhurst facilitated by Amy
Winter, Jenna Kelly and Helen Swain
Reading
This visit was part of an ongoing programme of Governor
visits designed to get to know the school better, see the
progress being made, with particular emphasis on what the
school is doing in terms of reading, and to ask challenging
questions.

Focus of Visit:

Data Headlines

Governor Comments/Observations on…
July 2019
Early Learning Goal Reading - 90% achieved expected standard in
Reception compared with 77% National - was significantly above the
national and in the highest 20% of all schools in 2019, as well as in 2018

Phonics Y1 – 92% compared with 82% National - was significantly above
the national and in the highest 20% of all schools in 2019

KS1 SATs Y2 Reading – 84% achieved expected (69% Nat) and 49%
greater depth (25% Nat) – greater depth attainment was significantly
above the national and in the highest 20% of all schools in 2019, as well
as in 2018 and 2017

KS2 SATs Y6 Reading – 95% achieved expected (73% Nat) and 46%
greater depth (27% Nat), average scaled score 109.2 (104.0 Nat) significantly above national and in the highest 20% of all schools in 2019,
as well as in 2018 and 2017

Progress score Reading KS1 to KS2 2.7 (2.4 Nat) – significantly
above national and in the highest 20% of all schools in 2019

Current data
A high percentage of children in each year group are
targeted to reach age related expectations and above. There
are rigorous and robust systems in place to track progress
and where there are concerns about groups or individuals,
provision is made to support learning.
School Development
Plan

Intent
•
•
•

To ensure that the Curriculum is effective in meeting the needs of all children
and provides a rich set of knowledge and skills which enables them to know
more and remember more
To meet or exceed current targets
To narrow the gap

Implementation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deliver high quality phonics teaching across FS and Key Stage 1
Phonics intervention programme run by experienced TAs
Phonics workshops for parents so they can support at home
Word lists for parents
Daily practice of high frequency words
Links to useful resources on the website
Research into a scheme to support the ‘Letters and Sounds’ programme
Staff training
Purchase of a reading scheme to match the sequence of phonemes taught
Reading book audit KS2
Set targets for progress for each pupil based on prior information, current
assessment data and FFT predictions
Track progress of pupils and amend support / curriculum
Reading fluency – speed reading, word recognition and understanding and
comprehension

Impact
•
•
•

Children enjoy reading and can read well
Meet or exceed targets for age related expectations
Attainment gaps narrowed

Website

Clear curriculum intent, implementation and impact for
reading. Dedicated section with useful information, e.g. ‘Read
with Me’ and recommended reads for each year group. There
is information about Phonics and links to useful websites.
Year Group Pages have a link to Meet the Teacher Evening
which details the reading expectations for home learning.

Learning Environment

We have a well-stocked library and class book corners. Book
corners throughout the school are attractive and inviting so
children starting in Reception want to explore this part of
the class.

Books are clearly organised.
Books match progression in phonics knowledge.
There are lots of prompts/key vocabulary on the walls.
Displays are linked to quality texts, e.g. The Nowhere
Emporium.
SEN children have visual word banks, peer support as well as
adult support.
Challenging texts are being read and there is evidence of
whole class readers.

Additional reading support for children.
Lots of opportunities for children to read across all areas of
the curriculum.

Curriculum, Teaching
and Learning

In the Foundation Stage and KS1 there is a systematic
approach to teaching phonics, based on Letters and Sounds.

In KS1 children learn a range of strategies to decode text,
develop fluency and comprehend text in shared reading.
Some tasks are independent, e.g. tricky word tiles,
independent reading.
In KS2 the Power of Reading/Pictures from Centre for
Literacy in Primary Education (CLPE) has been adapted to
inspire and encourage a love of reading as well as teach
comprehension skills.

Ongoing assessment is rigorous and targeted intervention
ensures support is given.
Children complete book reviews linked to the school library.
Additional adults provide effective support.
TAs listen to children read and read to them.

Peer reading takes place at lunchtime. Y6 Story-telling
Advocates read with reception children outside.
Drama is used within lessons so children can explore the text
further.
Teachers promote collaborative learning through talk
partners and group work.
Children are given many opportunities to discuss their ideas
and they articulate themselves well.
High quality texts being used in English lessons (Iron
man/Nowhere emporium pics/Brightstorm/Midnight Fox).
There is a broad range of genres included in shared reading
and writing.

Word of the week is being implemented across the whole
school.
Engagement in
Learning
(behaviour and
attitude)

All children focussed and engaged.

Children reading aloud are confident and fluent.
Children are able to discuss books and genres.
Children enjoy reading and do so with enthusiasm.
Pupils’ Learning
(class books, work
scrutiny)

Children use phonics resources to support their writing.
Incremental learning is evident.

Evidence in class books of specific reading skills being
practised, e.g. prediction, inference.

Class books show a range of evidence of activities and
learning linked to reading and phonics, e.g. photos, book
reviews, drama activities and workshops observations and
personal comments from children.

There is consistency across KS2 and expectations are high.
Children make insightful comments about the text studied.
A range of genres is evident, e.g. stories, poems and nonfiction texts.

Pupil Voice

Children commented on how much they love reading at school
and at home.
Children said they enjoyed visiting the school library and
choosing books themselves.

Y4 ‘I like reading because it gives me imagination.’
Y4 ‘I like the comprehension questions, Conscience Alley and
the likes, dislikes, patterns and puzzles task.’
Y4 ‘Reading helps our writing.’
Y6 ‘I chose the book because other children in the class
were reading it.’
Y6 ‘Reading makes you feel like you’re in another world.’
Y6 ‘You feel like you’re the character in the book and it
broadens your imagination.’
We talked to the English Leads about planning, staff training, resources, parent
workshops and the quality of teaching and learning.
Summary Comments
What Went Well
In spite of the fact that this ‘visit’ actually had to take place on line because of C-19
precautions, it was very successful. The subject leaders’ on-screen presentation of a
clear, well written and beautifully set out report made it very easy for the
Governors to form a clear understanding of the school’s approach to the promotion
of high standards of reading, and especially of the high-quality reading environment
which is provided in classrooms, display areas and the school’s library.

The Governors learned that a recent audit of classroom books had resulted in the
removal of a number of somewhat dated texts which no longer reflected the day-today reality of the children’s lives. They were especially interested to hear about the
popularity of graphic novels, notably amongst ‘reluctant readers’.
Questions asked by the three Governors included:
o What exactly constitutes the ‘lowest’ 20%’ of readers? [It’s the lower 20% of

each class, and therefore will include children who are by no means ’struggling’
readers]
o How is parental support for reading monitored? [It is via the children’s personal
reading diaries and through dialogue between class teachers and parents. There
is new website guidance for parents on how best to read with their children]
o Are books dealing with ‘life events’ available to the children? [Yes, both in
classrooms and in the school library, and this is actually part of the school’s
planned ‘reading offer’. ‘Winston’s Wish List’ is a useful website for parents and
staff.]

o What progress is being made in identifying the most suitable officially-approved
phonics teaching scheme? [Several schemes have been trialled, with ‘Essential
Letters and Sounds’ emerging as the preferred option.]

Other information provided during ‘virtual’ visit included:
o A ‘Word of the Week’ strategy has recently been introduced across the school
and is proving to be very successful. Having been introduced to the week’s word,
the children are then encouraged to use it in their work across the curriculum.
o Poetry is celebrated in school. Class anthologies are being compiled, and the
children are being encouraged to learn poems by heart. The Parent Governor was
able to testify to the great enthusiasm currently being generated by ‘T’was the
Night Before Christmas’!
o The ‘Keep Up’ teaching strategy was explained to the Governors (i.e. children who
might not have completely grasped something in a class lesson are provided with
additional teaching on the same day, while it is still fresh for them. This was
reported to be highly effective in securing learning.
The Governors thanked the Headteacher and the two subject leaders most warmly
for an extremely interesting and informative presentation and discussion, which had
made them much more confident in understanding (and explaining, if necessary) the
school’s approach to the teaching of reading, and to the standards being achieved by
the children.
Next Steps
Training for Y6 Advocates
Further opportunities for book reviews to be shared
Further opportunities for performance poetry

